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How to Observe ν-DM Interactions

Opacity : τ = σνχ

∫
dl
ρχ(l)
mχ

For observable effect, need large opacity, which requires
Large number density =⇒ Light DM.
Large neutrino travel distance through DM halo =⇒
Astrophysical/cosmological sources.
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Existing Constraints

Cosmological:
BBN and CMB [Serpico, Raffelt ’04; Bœhm, Dolan, McCabe ’13; Escudero ’18;

Giovanetti, Schmaltz, Weiner ’24]

Collisional damping [Bœhm, Fayet, Schaeffer ’00; Bertoni, Ipek, McKeen, Nelson ’14;

Akita, Ando ’23; Heston, Horiuchi, Shirai ’24]

Reionization History [Dey, Paul, Pal ’22; Mosbech, Bœhm, Wong ’22]

Astrophysical:
SN1987A and future galactic SN [Mangano et al ’06; Fayet, Hooper, Sigl ’06]

DSNB (future) [Farzan, Palomares-Ruiz ’14]

AGNs [Arguelles, Kheirandish, Vincent ’17; Murase, Shoemaker ’19; Cline et al ’22;

Ferrer, Herrera, Ibarra ’22]

DM self-annihilation or decay into neutrinos [Beacom, Bell, Mack ’06;

Palomares-Ruiz, Pascoli ’07; Covi, Grefe, Ibarra ’09; El Aisati et al ’17]

Lab constraints? Answer is YES and can be most stringent.
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Setting the Scale

Sensitive to both
galactic SN & DSNB
neutrino fluxes.

Dominantly in the
MeV energy range.

ν-DM signal prefers
light DM: mχ . GeV.
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Modeling ν-DM Interactions

Simplified EFT approach.
[Olivares-Del Campo, Bœhm, Palomares-Ruiz, Pascoli, 1711.05283;
Blennow, Fernandez-Martinez, Olivares-Del Campo, Pascoli, Rosauro-Alcaraz, Titov, 1903.00006]

Categorize models into DM and mediator types: Scalar, fermion, vector.

Secondary categorization: t-channel or s and u channel ν-DM
scatterings, depending on the mediator type.

Only free parameters: DM and mediator masses and couplings.
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Cross Sections

We computed differential cross sections analytically and exactly.

dσ
d cos θ = 1

8π
E′ 2
ν

4m2
χE

2
ν

∑
spins
|M|2 ,

where 1
E′
ν

= 1
Eν

+ 1− cos θ
mχ

.

Previous literature incomplete/inconsistent. E.g. scalar mediator case:

[32]: Argüelles, Kheirandish, Vincent,1703.00451;

[54]: Olivares-Del Campo, Bœhm, Palomares-Ruiz, Pascoli, 1711.05283.
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Bounds on ν-DM Interactions

Included three categories of (updated) bounds on ν-DM interactions:
Cosmological: BBN, CMB, Collisional Damping, Relic Density.
Astrophysical: SN1987A, SIDM.
Laboratory: 0νββ, Invisible Z decay, Pion and Kaon decays.

Here we show one example scenario:

Dirac fermion DM, (pseudo)scalar mediator.

−L = φν̄ (gν s + igν pγ5) ν + φχ̄ (gχ s + igχpγ5)χ .

∑
spins
|M|2 = 4

(
g2
ν s + g2

ν p

) t [g2
χ s(t− 4m2) + g2

χpt
]

(t−mφ)2 ,

where t = −2EνE′
ν(1− cos θ).
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Cosmological Bounds
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Astrophysical Bounds
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Laboratory Bounds
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Updated Z Decay Constraints

[Berryman, de Gouvêa, Kelly, Zhang ’18; de Gouvêa, BD, Dutta, Ghosh, Han, Zhang ’19]

[BD, Kim, Sathyan, Sinha, Zhang (to appear)]
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Updated Z Decay Constraints
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Updated Pion Decay Constraints
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Updated Kaon Decay Constraints
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Combined ν-DM Constraints
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Is ν-DM Interaction Observable in a Galactic SN Event?

Depends on many things: DM density profile, location of the SN, DM and
mediator masses and couplings.

Assume a supernova at s = 10 kpc. Near the galactic center would be best.
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Best Case Scenario for Local Supernova

Vector DM, Vector Mediator
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Flux Attenuation

dΦ(E, τ)
dη = −σ(E)Φ(E, η) +

∫ ∞

E
dẼ dσ(Ẽ, E)

dE Φ(Ẽ, η)
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Event Rate at DUNE

Using Warren20 SN neutrino spectrum [Warren, Couch, O’Connor, Morozova, 1912.03328]
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Event Rate at Hyper-K

Using Warren20 SN neutrino spectrum [Warren, Couch, O’Connor, Morozova, 1912.03328]
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Conclusions

There exist strong constraints on neutrino-DM interactions from
cosmology, astrophysics and lab experiments.

Must not be overlooked while considering future detection prospects of
ν-DM interactions.

We updated some of these constraints, especially those from Z decay
and meson decays, taking into account the one-loop correction.

Identified benchmarks which pass all constraints and can still give a
detectable effect in future neutrino experiments.

Waiting for the next galactic supernova!

24
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FIG. 4. Results of the 90% C.L. upper limit branching ratio
RπeνX . Dashed black line: previous TRIUMF results [21].
Solid red line with filled circles: results from this work.
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FIG. 5. (a) The Tµ spectra of π+→µ+→e+ decay. The black
crosses with the statistical uncertainties show the data. The
dotted green line, dashed blue line, and solid red line repre-
sent a Gaussian distribution centered at 4.1 MeV, π+→µ+νµγ
decay, and the sum of those two functions, respectively. (b)
Residual plots shown by the black circles with statistical error
bars in the range Tµ=1.3 to 3.4 MeV. The solid red line rep-
resents a hypothetical signal with mass of mX = 15 MeV/c2

and the branching ratio RπµνX = 6.0×10−5; the branching
ratio obtained by the fit was RπµνX = (−3.6±5.1)×10−6.

cay time t > 200 ns after the pion stop and the positron
energy in the NaI(T!) calorimeter Ee < 55 MeV were
required. Then, the events with three clearly separated
pulses in the target (B3) were selected and the second
pulse information was extracted and assigned to the de-
cay muon [24]. The muon kinetic energy (Tµ) spectrum
after the event selection cuts is shown in Fig. 5 (a).
As described above, the drop below 1.2 MeV was due
to the inefficiency of the pulse detection logic [24]. The
main background below 3.4 MeV was due to the radia-
tive pion decay π+→µ+νµγ (branching fraction 2×10−4

[29]). The total number of π+→µ+→e+ events available
was 9.1×106.

The decay π+→µ+νX was searched for by fitting the
Tµ energy spectrum of π+→µ+→e+ decays. The fit was
performed using a Gaussian peak centered at 4.1 MeV
(energy resolution σ = 0.16 MeV), the π+→µ+νµγ de-
cay spectrum obtained by MC simulation [31], and the
normalized signal spectra including the energy resolution
in B3. The signal spectra as shown in Fig. 1 (b) were
generated with the mass range 0 < mX < 26 MeV/c2

with 1 MeV/c2 steps using MC including detector res-
olution. The fit for Tµ from 1.3 to 4.2 MeV without
any π+→µ+νX signal introduced gave χ2/d.o.f.=1.27
(d.o.f.=53) and the residuals of the fit for the signal sen-
sitive region are shown in Fig. 5 (b). The addition of
signal components did not change the fit result.

No significant signal beyond the statistical uncer-
tainty was observed. For example, the branching ra-
tios for the signals with mass mX = 0 MeV/c2

and 26 MeV/c2 obtained by the fit were RπµνX =
Γ(π+→µ+νX)/Γ(π+→µ+νµ) = (−2.1±1.3)×10−4 and
(−4.8±8.8)×10−6, respectively. Systematic uncertain-
ties and acceptance effects were approximately canceled
by taking the ratio of amplitudes for the signal and
π+→µ+νµ decays. The systematic uncertainties and ac-
ceptance effects due to the cuts were examined by gen-
erating decay muons in the target with several kinetic
energies in the range Tµ = 0 − 4.1 MeV using MC simu-
lation, and the systematic uncertainty was estimated to
be <5%. The black circles in Fig. 6 show the result of
the 90% C.L. upper limit branching ratio RπµνX in this
energy region calculated using the FC method.

B. Analysis of the region below 1.2 MeV

For Tµ < 1.2 MeV, the selection of pions, rejection
of extra activity in scintillators, the solid angle cut for
the decay positron, and the positron energy cut in the
NaI(T!) calorimeter were all the same as in the analysis
in the energy region Tµ > 1.2 MeV. To minimize πDIF
events, the same tracking cut by WC1, WC2, S1, and S2
used in Sec. III A was also applied. After these basic
cuts, the energies observed in B3 in a wide time win-
dow (700 ns) including pion and positron energies were
obtained. To cleanly subtract the positron contribution
from the integrated energy, events with late positron de-
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FIG. 6. Summary of the 90% C.L. upper limit branching ratio
RπµνX in this work. The black circles show the result of the
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IVA) and the red squares represent the analysis result in the
region Tµ < 1.2 MeV (see text in Sec. IVB).
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FIG. 7. (a) The total energy in the target due to the pion
and muon after subtracting 17 MeV. The black crosses with
statistical uncertainties show the data. The dotted green line,
dashed blue line, and solid red line represent the main peak at
4.1 MeV, quadratic background due to πDIF events, and the
sum of those two functions, respectively. (b) Residual plots
shown by the black circles with the statistical error bars in the
signal region Tµ=-1.8 to 1.8 MeV. The solid red line represents
a hypothetical signal with mass of mX = 33.9 MeV/c2 and
the branching ratio RπµνX = 3.0×10−5.

cay t > 300 ns were selected and the isolated positron
energy was subtracted. After that, the contribution of
the averaged pion kinetic energy (∼17 MeV) was sub-
tracted from the total energy (due to the pion and the
muon). Figure 7 (a) shows the total energy (correspond-
ing to Tµ) after subtracting 17 MeV. The background
below Tµ < 1 MeV was mainly due to remaining πDIF
events. The number of π+→µ+→e+ events available for
the analysis is 1.3×108.

There are two background shapes, the 4.1 MeV peak
and the πDIF events. A quadratic function was used
for the πDIF events. To search for π+→µ+νX decay,
the width of the signal shape was scaled using that at
the 4.1 MeV peak. Figure 7 (b) shows the residual plots
in the signal region from -1.8 to 1.8 MeV without any
signal shape and a hypothetical signal shape assuming
a mass of mX = 33.9 MeV/c2 with the branching ratio
RπµνX = 3.0×10−5. The branching ratio obtained by the
fit was (1.0±2.0)×10−6. The fit was performed from -4.0
to 4.1 MeV and the fitting range of -4.0 to 2.0 MeV (sig-
nal region) resulted in χ2/d.o.f.=1.03 (d.o.f.=115); there
is some small deviation above 2 MeV due to a small mis-
match due to the kinetic energy distribution of the beam
pion.

The signals of π+→µ+νX decay were searched for in
the mass range of mX = 26 to 33.9 MeV/c2, but no
significant excess beyond the statistical uncertainty was
observed. The red squares in Fig. 6 represent the result
of the 90% C.L. upper limit branching ratio RπµνX in
this energy region calculated using the FC approach.

V. CONSTRAINTS ON THE MAJORON
MODEL

The Majoron model can be constrained using the ex-
perimental value of the pion branching ratio Rπ. The
predicted branching ratio including the massless Majoron
X0 and a light neutral Higgs H ′ (!1 MeV/c2) can be
written as

Γ(π→eL0)/Γ(π→µL0)

Γ(π→eνe)/Γ(π→µνµ)
= 1 + 157.5g2 (1)

where L0 is the final state ν, νX0, and νH ′, and g
is the Majoron-neutrino coupling constant [16]. The
upper limit of the ratio Rπ

exp/Rπ
SM at 90% C.L. us-

ing the current averaged experimental value Rπ
exp =

(1.2327±0.0023)×10−4 [33] is

Rπ
exp

Rπ
SM

< 1.0014. (2)

Using this limit, the 90% C.L. upper limit of the coupling
constant can be found to be

g2 < 9×10−6, (3)

which was improved by a factor of three over the previous
experiment [22].

[PIENU, 2101.07381] [NA62, 2101.12304]
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Cancellation of IR Divergence in Meson Decay

Γtree(M→ `+ χ+ φ) = G2
Fm

3
Mf

2
M|V |2g2

ν

128π3 f(xφM, x`M) , (1)

f(x1, x2) ' −x2(1 + 2x2 − x2
2)arctanh1− x2

1 + x2
+ 1

6(1− x2)

×
[
2− 4x2(4− 5x2)− 3x2(1− x2)

(
2 log x1 + log 2x2 − 4 log(1− x2)

)]
.

Γint.(M→ `+ ν) = G2
FmMm

2
`f

2
M|V |2g2

ν

128π3 f loop(xφM, x`M, xχM) . (2)

f loop(x1, x2, x3) = 1
4(x1 − x3)2

[
x2

1(5 + 2 log 4π)

+x2
3

(
7 + 2 log 16π2x1

x3

)
− 4x1x3(3 + 2 log 4π)

−2(x1 − x3)2 log x1(1− x2)2
]
.

The IR divergent part x`M(1− x`M)2 log xφM cancels between (1) & (2).
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Event Distributions (No Attenuation Case)

[Hajjar, Mena, Palomares-Ruiz, 2303.09369]
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